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Assimilation
Lisa Sun- Hee Park

The definition of “assimilation” and its subsequent 

usage has long been a contentious issue in American 

scholarship. Fundamentally, assimilation raises difficult 

questions about the social composition of a society 

or culture. More specifically, the debates around the 

term address the adaptation of those populations or 

individuals understood as outside or different from 

mainstream society. The New Oxford American Dictionary 

defines “assimilate” as a verb meaning to “take in 

(information, ideas, or culture) and understand fully” 

and “absorb and integrate.”

The dispute over the meaning of assimilation follows 

the intertwined history of racial formation, immigra-

tion politics, and national identity in the United States. 

In 1897, W.E.B. Du Bois published “The Conservation of 

Races,” in which he argued against assimilation. Du Bois 

pushed for the substantive retention of racial difference, 

beyond that of physical difference, in acknowledg-

ment of distinct, racial experiences and their particular 

contributions to society. In this way, to assimilate was 

understood as meaning to absorb into white America, 

which requires the negation of black experience and 

knowledge. He asked, “Have we in America a distinct 

mission as a race— a distinct sphere of action and an op-

portunity for race development, or is self- obliteration 

the highest end to which Negro blood dare aspire?” 

(1897, 12). Du Bois’s argument rests on the assertion that 

African Americans were already Americans; thereby rais-

ing the question of “assimilation into what?” If one is 

already an American, then assimilation efforts are nor-

mative measures to center whiteness as the national 

identity during a historic era of transnational migration 

that brought significant racial and national challenges. 

With substantial agreement in political ideals and so-

cial engagement, Du Bois saw no need for assimilation: 

“there is no reason why, in the same country and on the 

same street, two or three great national ideals might not 

thrive and develop, that men of different races might 

not strive together for their race ideals as well, perhaps 

even better, than in isolation” (1897, 13). In other words, 

racial difference was not the problem; it was the racism, 

or the assumption of racial inferiority, that marginalizes 

African Americans which was the problem.

Later, Robert E. Park further solidified the connection 

between racial anxiety and assimilation. However, un-

like Du Bois, Park viewed assimilation as a solution to ra-

cial difference, which he understood as a social problem. 

Park’s views were more in line with those of another im-

portant African American figure of the time, Booker T. 

Washington, for whom Park worked as press secretary 

for seven years at the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama 

(see H. Yu 2001, 38). Park would later become the most 

prominent member of the Chicago School of sociology 

and the influence of his time with Washington and their 

framing of assimilation as a solution is evident within 

sociology generally. Park and Ernest Burgess’s canonical 

1921 work, Introduction to the Science of Sociology, estab-

lished Park’s theory of interaction, according to which 

two different social groups follow a cycle of progressive 

stages of interaction. This was understood as a universal, 

natural process that begins with competition and ends 

with assimilation. Assimilation, then, was understood 

as inevitable, though there were significant barriers to 

achieving this outcome. Park and his protégés went on 

to produce studies of these barriers— prejudice and iso-

lation in particular— that would define the foundations 
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of U.S. sociology in general and research on immigrants 

specifically.

Since then, sociology has fluctuated in its usage 

and acceptance of the term. More recently, Richard 

Alba and Victor Nee have argued for the continued le-

gitimacy of assimilation as a social scientific concept 

by “reformulating” the term apart from some of the 

most disagreeable elements of the past. They write, “As 

a state- imposed normative program aimed at eradicat-

ing minority cultures, assimilation has been justifiably 

repudiated” (1997, 827). In addition, they acknowledge 

the limitation of this concept as a universal outcome 

measure but contend that assimilation remains the sin-

gle best theoretical framework from which “to under-

stand and describe the integration into the mainstream 

experienced across generations by many individuals 

and ethnic groups” (1997, 827).

Parallel to this social scientific progression, the con-

cept of assimilation has been interrogated in other ways. 

Building upon new knowledge of power and the role of 

the state, scholars have criticized the continued assump-

tion of assimilation as a taken- for- granted process of im-

migrant incorporation in which the state holds a uni-

versal and implicitly benign presence. As DeWind and 

Kasinitz note in their review of immigrant adaptation, 

whether this concept of assimilation is “segmented” 

(see Portes and Zhou 1993) or encounters other “bumps 

in the road,” “[t]he world may well be more complicated 

than the straight line model of assimilation implies” 

(1997, 1099). Alba and Nee and others continue to treat 

assimilation as a natural (meaning spontaneous and 

unintentional) occurrence derived from interpersonal 

interaction, largely devoid of state interference. Implicit 

in this assumption is an understanding of the state as a 

top- down, readily observable social force. But, as schol-

arship on power has shown, the state has multiple faces, 

many of them hidden. A “state- imposed normative 

program aimed at eradicating minority cultures” can 

come in multiple forms in the age of hegemonic gov-

ernmentality, in which the domination and subordina-

tion of particular classes take place on a “multiplicity 

of fronts” (Gramsci 1971, 247) and bureaucratic forms 

of recognition and identification enforce “the way in 

which the conduct of individuals or groups might be 

directed” (Foucault 1982, 21).

This is particularly so within neoliberal conditions 

in which the state maintains both a fluid and pervasive 

presence. And while Alba and Nee are careful to note 

that their definition “does not assume that one group 

must be the ethnic majority; assimilation can involve 

minority groups only, in which case the ethnic bound-

ary between the majority and the merged minority 

groups presumably remains intact” (1997, 863), their 

analysis lacks an understanding of multiple forms of 

power. Assimilation is not a haphazard event. Govern-

mental programs, with the enforcement of controlling 

images, are structured in specific ways to promote assim-

ilation into a particular citizen subject (see L. Park 2011).

It is an aspirational process and, as such, the point 

or value of assimilation is not necessarily to achieve it. 

Its usefulness resides in its nebulous state as a distant 

goal rather than as a reality. In this regard, the main is-

sue of contention with respect to assimilation is not its 

definition but its intention. A critical perspective, de-

rived from an interdisciplinary analysis that combines 

the theoretical and methodological tools of feminist/

queer, ethnic, transnational, and postcolonial studies, 

approaches assimilation or, more to the point, the wish 

to assimilate as a powerful normative, disciplinary tool. 

This perspective is based in an analysis of power that 

moves away from a state- centric approach. It is an effort 

to decenter normative or dominant understandings of 

migration, which often unquestioningly mimic the 

goals of national economic and political rationalities.
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A case in point is the model minority myth, which is 

assimilation exemplified. The idea of Asian Americans 

as the “model minority” is a myth— meaning, untrue. 

However, the myth remains strongly entrenched in the 

U.S. narrative of its national origins as a liberal democ-

racy with equal opportunity. It holds up Asian Ameri-

cans as models for other minorities based on measures 

of income, education, and public benefit utilization 

rates (see Cheng and Yang 2000; L. Park 2008). Just re-

cently, the myth was promoted in a Pew Research Center 

publication (P. Taylor et al. 2012). Disregarding data that 

shows vast variations in income and employment expe-

riences across Asian immigrant groups in the U.S., the 

Pew report in question states that Asian Americans have 

made tremendous progress from a century ago, when 

most were “low- skilled, low- wage laborers crowded into 

ethnic enclaves and targets of official discrimination” 

(P. Taylor et al. 2012, 1). And, now, these same immi-

grants are “the most likely of any major racial or ethnic 

group in America to live in mixed neighborhoods and 

to marry across racial lines.” As an example, the report 

states, “When newly minted medical school graduate 

Priscilla Chan married Facebook founder Mark Zucker-

berg last month, she joined the 37% of all recent Asian- 

American brides who wed a non- Asian groom” (P. Taylor 

et al. 2012, 1).

According to this report, Asian Americans are mod-

els of assimilation, enjoying high educational achieve-

ment, good (white) neighborhoods, and interracial 

marriages to whites. On its face, the model minority 

myth is a seemingly positive image of personal success 

and social integration that promotes a moral narrative 

of “pull yourself up by your bootstraps.” Absent from 

this progress narrative are the many Asian Americans 

who live in poverty and experience intense and di-

rect racism. The murder of six Sikhs in Milwaukee by a 

white supremacist two months after the Pew report’s 

publication is just one graphic reminder. In addition, 

this assimilationist narrative focuses on just six of the 

largest and wealthiest subgroups (Chinese, Filipino, 

Indian, Vietnamese, Korean, and Japanese Americans), 

which obscures not only the composition of the poverty 

that exists within Asian American communities but the 

history of Asian migration to the United States. The 

privileged Asian Americans of today are not the same 

Asian Americans of a century ago. They are not the 

generations descended from the low- wage laborers, in 

keeping with a simplistic individual progress narrative 

of assimilation. Instead, today’s Asian Americans repre-

sent a dramatically bifurcated immigration system that 

separates the “high skilled” from the “low,” and success 

or lack thereof in the U.S. is, in no small part, indicative 

of one’s access to Western education and other forms 

of human capital prior to migration (see Park and Park 

2005 and Hing 1993 for detailed discussions of immigra-

tion policy). However, the significant role of the state 

in structurally determining who gets ahead remains 

hidden within a linear, ahistorical progression toward 

cultural assimilation.

A critical assessment, then, brings the state to the fore 

by asking, “assimilation into what?” Similar to “capital-

ist discipline” as defined by Aihwa Ong, assimilationist 

narratives promote the “enforced and induced compli-

ance” of Asian Americans with specific political, social, 

and economic objectives (1987, 5). According to Yến Es-

piritu, the objective is a well- rehearsed patriotic drama 

of American rescue, cleansed from the messy realities 

of conquest and colonization (2003, 208). These narra-

tives represent a double- edged sword for Asian Ameri-

cans. Lisa Lowe explains that Asians in the U.S. hold an 

impossible position in which they are simultaneously 

projects of inclusion and exclusion (1996, 4). She ar-

gues that this contradiction is rooted in the paradoxi-

cal nature of American citizenship, in which the state 
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presents itself as a democratic, unified body where all 

subjects are granted equal access, while it also demands 

that differences— of race, class, gender, and locality— be 

subordinated in order for those subjects to qualify for 

membership (1996, 162). Assimilation, then, is required 

for inclusion. But assimilation into what? For Asian 

Americans, it is the position of the perpetual foreigner/

victim who must be rescued, welcomed, and domesti-

cated (i.e., assimilated) again and again (see Tuan 1999). 

The logic is paradoxical by design. Asian Americans, as 

a marginalized racial minority, are compelled to adapt 

their history to fit into an Orientalist drama that re-

quires they play the outsiders repeatedly, all in an effort 

to establish their legitimate role as insiders. In essence, 

Asian Americans must be foreign in order to fit into the 

United States (see L. Park 2005).

Some of the most influential work on Asian America 

illustrates how the notion of a model minority does 

not imply full citizenship rights but, rather, a second-

ary set of rights reserved for particular minorities who 

“behave” appropriately and stay in their designated sub-

sidiary space without complaint (see Y. Espiritu 2003; L. 

Lowe 1996; Glenn 2004; Ong 1999; Palumbo- Liu 1999). 

This subsidiary space is a socially marginal one in which 

Asian Americans despite their legal citizenship continue 

to hold foreigner status (see C. Kim 2000). In this way, 

assimilation actually reinforces established racial in-

equalities and imposes on even subsequent generations 

of Asian Americans born in the U.S. a precarious defen-

sive dilemma in which they must constantly prove their 

worth as “real” Americans.

The foundational disputes regarding racial formation, 

immigration politics, and national identity associated 

with assimilation continue. For example, Nadia Kim’s 

(2007) contemporary critique of assimilation as a form 

of racialization into whiteness is strongly reminiscent 

of Du Bois’s more than a century ago. Over the years, 

scholarly contestations regarding assimilation as a mea-

surement of Americanization conveyed the fluctuating 

composition of social citizenship and its deeply inter-

twined connection to historical formations of racial 

difference. It remains to be seen whether assimilation 

as a concept can be convincingly recuperated from its 

imperial tendencies. As Iris Marion Young has argued, 

this would require the transformation of institutions 

and norms to no longer express dominant interests but 

function according to neutral rules that do not disad-

vantage those deemed “different” (1990, 266). What is 

clear, however, from these many years of contemplation 

is that assimilation is neither simple nor “natural.”
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